We address the modeling of packages by the estimation of their poles from time responses. Such an approach is suitable for structures with many terminals and can produce low-order very accurate models. A real-world modeling example is used for illustration.
estimation; (e) circuit synthesis. In actual implementations, steps (a), (b), (c) and (d) above may be ordered and grouped differently, but we keep them separate for illustrative purposes. Steps (a) and (c) are the crucial ones, because the success of the modeling process completely relies on the ability to detect and accurately estimate the device poles, whereas the enforcement of passivity is mandatory and not trivial. In this paper we concentrate on these two crucial steps by illustrating the performances of an estimation approach from the system theory area and by shortly addressing the testing and enforcement of passivity.
Pole estimation
In order to discuss estimation performances, it is useful to start by remarking that no pole estimation method can guarantee success for every possible modeled system. As an example, nearly matched transmission lines and Butterworth's filters are stiff cases where any pole estimation attempt is likely to fail. For these cases a modeling approach without emphasis on the system poles can be more effective. Universal applicability, therefore, is not a reasonable specification for a pole estimation algorithm. Instead, the usefulness of an estimation approach should be assessed by its ability to handle cases of practical interest for a reasonable amount of input data and computational efforts.
In our modeling experiments, we obtained good estimation results with the Block Complex Frequency Hopping (BCFH) algorithm of [1] . Such an approach relies on the convergence property of Padé approximants, that guarantee the estimation of the actual poles of the modeled system. Unfortunately, in our application, the evaluation of scattering matrix moments required by the BCFH algorithm from time-domain samples is affected by truncation error. We were unable to sufficiently reduce this error, that limited the sensitivity and accuracy of the estimation via Padé convergence.
Useful alternative techniques for the estimation of poles can be found in the system theory area under the collective name of Subspace State-Space System Identification (4SID) methods [8] . The 4SID methods determine a discrete-time state-space realization of the modeled system via direct identification of the realization matrices. The poles distribution is a byproduct of this one-step procedure, since such state-space representation can be directly used to synthesize equivalent circuits. These methods have interesting properties and are still scarcely exploited for the modeling of circuit elements (the Pencil of Function is the only method of this class widely applied to circuit modeling). Some of these methods are named direct, as they work directly on the sequences of input and output samples, without need to compute the system matrix impulse response or network function. Direct methods are designed for persistent input signals and can incorporate measures to limit the effect of noise [8] . This means that, in our modeling problem, they can estimate poles directly from the raw samples of the input and output transient waveform, with a reduced sensitivity to their truncation.
In order to illustrate the direct method exploited in this study [8] , we focus on a discrete-time state-space singleinput/single-output system (i.e., a one port circuit element, the generalization to multiport elements being immediate)
where ¡ denotes the set of internal discrete-time states. First, we note that the above system may be rewritten in matrix form as¨
where pp denote block Hankel matrices of input, output, and state time sequences, respectively. We recall that, given some sequence t , the corresponding Hankel matrix is defined as
while is a Toepliz matrix of impulse responses. A remarkable feature of Eq. 2 is that the output matrix is expressed as a linear combination of state matrix and input matrix. Therefore, a suitable projection of¨onto some linear space orthogonal to leads to an estimate of the observability matrix, which in turn can be used to estimate the state matrix ¥ D
. One of the most convenient ways to perform the projection is through an 2 4 3 factorization of matrices¨and , whereas the observability matrix can be computed by a singular value decomposition of the obtained projection [7] . The number of significant singular values in this decomposition gives an estimate of the effective rank of the observability matrix, and consequently of the order q of the state-space system to be identified. From the observability matrix both matrices ¥ Q and ¥ D are readily found by using (3) . Once ¥ D and ¥ Q are known, several approaches [7] can be used to estimate the remaining matrices ¥ H and ¥ S and convert the macromodel to continuous-time. For multiport circuit elements, all input and output sequences at the ports can be collectively used in a block matrix form to obtain the model realization in a single step. Of course, owing to the size of the involved matrices, this approach can be applied only to circuit elements with a limited number of ports and dynamic order (e.g., up to some ten ports). Since we want to model packages with a large number of ports, we use the 4SID method to obtain only the ¥ D matrices of subsets of device ports, taking their eigenvalues as estimates of the poles of the corresponding scattering matrix entries. We assume that the modeled packages have weakly coupled conductors and, consequently, scattering matrices with band structure, i.e., a few non negligible entries in every column. We then use a column-oriented pole search strategy. The ports of the package are excited one at a time and the corresponding outgoing waves are collectively processed to estimate the poles of all (significant) entries of a scattering matrix column. The complete pole set of the package is obtained by comparing and clustering poles estimated from different columns. Once the pole set is built, a partial fraction expansion is considered for every scattering matrix entry and its residues are computed by frequency domain fitting (step (b) of the modeling process). The frequency domain samples needed for the fitting are obtained by transforming the time-domain scattering responses via FFT. As a nearly equivalent alternative, the residues are obtained by directly fitting exponential time-domain responses to the time samples of the input estimation data. Finally we obtain the model realization matrices
(step (d) of the modeling process) by computing a Gilbert's representation from the residue matrices, as proposed in [9] .
The ability of the 4SID method to estimate the poles of sets of scattering matrix entries has been extensively tested for several ideal multiport elements composed of lumped parts and ideal transmission lines and having known pole sets. The tests have been performed by using time sequences of different durations and the same Gaussian input signals needed by transient fullwave solvers. In most of such tests, we found distributions of singular values with evident thresholds. In these cases, the number of significant singular values, i.e., the number of poles or model order, coincided with the number of poles of the modeled functions within the bandwidth of the input signal. More properly, the region of the complex plane where poles can be detected is the halfcircle is the bandwidth of the input signal. Besides, when this condition occurs, the estimated poles were indeed good approximations of the actual poles within . So, even if no mathematical proof of the convergence of estimated poles is known, the 4SID method indeed seems suitable to estimate the poles of network functions in the bandwidth of the input signal used to generate the estimation data. This nice capability holds in spite of the use of vanishing input signals and for time sequences as short as four times the width of the input pulse. Estimation data obtained from actual transient fullwave simulations, of course, are affected by numerical errors, that decrease the sensitivity and accuracy of the estimation process. The performance, however, looks sufficient for practical applications. In order to demonstrate the practicability of the approach in real cases, we apply it to the 5-port linear junction of Fig. 2 . Such a structure is a component of a real BGA Integrated Circuit package, and its ports no. 1 and 2 are solder points of the package. The structure can be enclosed in a
mm box, all its ports are strongly coupled and its behavior is completely lossless in the modeling bandwidth (see next section).
The scattering responses of the example structure are computed for time domain simulation by the CST's electromagnetic analysis tool [10] . According to the columnwise pole search strategy outlined above, the ports of the structure are excited one at a time by a single Gaussian pulse and, for each excitation experiment, the outgoing waves are collectively processed by 4SID. The most significant difference between realistic cases (like, e.g., this one) and examples defined by ideal multiport elements is that the obtained singular value distributions do not allow a certain prediction of the number of poles that can be estimated. However, the distribution of singular values still allows to estimate the most likely poles set, by comparison of the performances of different models constructed from a different number of poles. In fact, when the number of poles of a model exceeds the number of actual poles in the modeling bandwidth, excess poles are usually found outside the modeling domain
5
. Furthermore, the error between the model responses and the reference data usually does not improve when the number of estimated poles becomes larger than the number of actual poles.
For the present modeling example, the bandwidth of the input pulse, i.e., the modeling bandwidth, is set to 30 GHz. From the columnwise pole search via 4SID, five similar distributions of poles are found, that are composed of three couples of complex conjugate poles and possibly a real pole, all contained in
. The similarity of poles estimated from different columns of scattering matrix entries is consistent with the strong coupling between the conductors of the example structure. The adopted pole set is composed of three couples of complex poles and one real pole obtained from the clustering of the five pole distributions. The obtained pole set is then used to define partial fraction expansions for all the scattering matrix entries. The amplitude of all scattering matrix entries for the input data and for our final model are compared in Fig. 3 . The good agreement of the model and the reference curves can be clearly appreciated. Deviations mainly occur at the high frequency end of the modeling bandwidth and arise from the influence of the high frequency poles not included in the model. We verified, by using a larger modeling bandwidth, that the example structure has other poles located around 40 GHz that influence the behavior of the scattering data in the 30 GHz bandwidth. 
Passivity
Recently the passivity of macromodels has been addressed in several works (e.g., see [1, 11, 5, 4] ). In [4] , passive models are obtained via Nevalinna-Pick interpolation, that, however, gives no emphasis to the role of device poles. The other proposed approaches, instead, enforce passivity a posteriori, by compensating the estimated model with correction terms or variation of its parameters. Of course, they assume very accurate and hence nearly passive models, so that passivity can be easily obtained by means of small corrections.
A-posteriori methods for enforcing passivity can be easily adapted to a modeling approach based on scattering data. Presently, we are experimenting with the method of [5] . This method is based on the frequency-domain passivity condition, that, for scattering matrices, writes: . The argument of [5] is that, for small variations of the model parameters, every model characteristics, including , is a linear function of the variations. Owing to this property, (5) becomes a linear constraints on the variations of the model parameters.
So far, we have successfully applied the constrained variation of model residues to problems where passivity violations occur at a few frequency points, and are caused by one singular value.
For lossless problems, however, all singular values of the scattering matrix are close to one on the entire modeling bandwidth, and passivity violations occur at every frequency. Therefore, in this case the enforcement of passivity via constrained variations is more difficult and further study is required. However, lossless cases where very accurate models are available, can still be handled by a simplistic approach, that is a slight reduction of all residues by the same constant factor (i.e., the attenuation of the model scattering matrix). As an example, the singular values of the model of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4 . For frequencies larger than the highest matched frequency, they decay rapidly, because the model is passive at infinity and all its poles are within the modeling bandwidth. In the modeling bandwidth however, all singular values oscillate around the value F ¦ , exceeding it by very small amounts. In this situation, a passive model is obtained by a 1% reduction of the residues of the model of Fig. 3 , that causes a marginal loss of accuracy.
Conclusions
We have addressed the modeling of packages via the estimation of their poles. Such an approach can yield low-order highly accurate models. Pole estimation via 4SID appears robust and flexible. It can successfully work on responses computed by fullwave simulators and can be adapted to problems with a large number of ports. Although the enforcement of pas- sivity requires further study, the accuracy of the obtained models allow their compensation for passivity also in the critical case of lossless structures.
